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	Cities in a Globalizing World: Governance, Performance, And Sustainability (Wbi Learning Resources Series), 9780821365533 (0821365533), World Bank Publications, 2005
World Bank research shows that in 2003, 48 percent of the world’s population (3 billion people) lived in urban areas—a 33 percent increase from the 1990 level. By 2020, 4.1 billion people (55 percent of the world’s population) will live in urban areas. Almost 94 percent of the increase will occur in developing countries. By 2015, there will be 22 megacities (cities or agglomeration with a population of more than 8 million) and 475 cities with populations exceeding 1 million. The forces of urbanization promise to reshape the developing world, presenting both opportunities and challenges across the socioeconomic spectrum.

At the same time, globalization is becoming the driving force behind economic growth and development. Cities will have to compete for foot-loose investment flows to generate jobs for their growing urban labor force; and they will have to provide security and access to services and urban infrastructure for their growing urban populations. This will present enormous challenges for local governments, requiring substantial improvement in local capacity and performance. The extent to which individual cities can respond to these challenges depends on a mix of factors—some that are outside any city’s immediate control, some within its control—such as individual city policies and local governance.

Cities in a Globalizing World sheds new light on the dynamics and associations among globalization, urbanization, and local governance. It demonstrates how close these associations are and how crucial they will increasingly become for sustainable development. It also makes clear that better policy design in the field of urbanization will depend on improved analysis of causality, which in turn will require the collection of much better quality data. This book will be of great interest to students and practitioners of urban management and those concerned with globalization and the developing world.
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Business Component Factory : A Comprehensive Overview of Component-Based Development for the EnterpriseJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
In this book, Peter Herzum and Oliver Sims present a complete component based strategy, the business component approach, that applies and extends component thinking to all aspects of the software life cycle for enterprise systems. The approach includes a conceptual framework that brings components into the world of scalable systems, and outlines...

		

Practical Load Balancing: Ride the Performance TigerApress, 2012


	The Internet, and in particular the World Wide Web, have effectively leveled the playing field for

	businesses and individuals around the world. Do you have a great idea for a web site or a service? Even

	the more advanced ideas can be relatively easily and cheaply realized without much in the way of initial

	outlay. You can get...

		

Mac OS X Panther Timesaving Techniques for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Optimize your Dock, improve application performance, and maximize multimedia    

Over 60 techniques that help you save time by...    

	Customizing your Mac for the way you work
	Organizing your digital pictures with iPhoto™
	Backing up files with rsync and .mac
	Searching the...






	

Software Exorcism: A Handbook for Debugging and Optimizing Legacy Code (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003

	IT HAS BEEN DOCUMENTED that the maintenance phase of the typical software project’s life cycle accounts for over 60 percent of the total cost incurred. For all the pomp and circumstance heaped upon the design phase, once the first release has been deployed, most of the resources will be spent on fixing bugs, adding new features, and...


		

Semiconductor Devices for High-Speed OptoelectronicsCambridge University Press, 2009
Providing an all-inclusive treatment of electronic and optoelectronic devices used in high-speed optical communication systems, this book emphasizes circuit applications, advanced device design solutions, and noise in sources and receivers. Core topics covered include semiconductors and semiconductor optical properties, high-speed circuits and...

		

Oracle Business Intelligence 11g R1 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Here's an opportunity to learn all the key elements of the OBIEE 11g suite by doing tasks rather than just reading. Packed with practical recipes, it empowers you to create complex analytical reports with minimum effort.
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		Improve the productivity of business intelligence solution to satisfy...
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